Pupillary responses evoked during verbal fluency tasks indicate semantic network dysfunction in schizophrenia.
Pupillary responses, which index task controlled processing load, were recorded during semantic and phonemic fluency tasks to examine controlled search and automatic semantic network deficits in patients with schizophrenia. Word retrieval was more impaired on semantic than on phonemic fluency, but only during the first 15 seconds of trials. Pupillary dilation was greater on phonemic than on semantic fluency in nonpsychiatric participants but was greater on semantic than on phonemic fluency in the patients, during the first 15 seconds of trials. Thus, early in semantic fluency trials, patients with schizophrenia showed poorer word retrieval and abnormally high demand for frontal lobe controlled search processes, suggesting impairments in the temporal lobe automatic semantic memory processes that normally facilitate word retrieval.